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Everybody has a dream, and for ShÃ´ Kazamatsuri, that dream is simple: he wants to be the best

soccer player he can possibly be.   An inspiration to everyone he meets, the indefatigable spark

plug won't quit until he leads Josui Junior High to victory!   Though the season is still young, ShÃ´

has already learned the value of teamwork. He understands that an outstanding singular effort isn't

always enough to ensure a winning record.   The rest of Josui's squad, however, is still grappling

with the whole team unity concept. This flaw becomes amplified during a match against Iwa Tech,

an opponent that takes pride in its impenetrable line of defense. It'll take the efforts of more than

one or two players to get close to Tech's goal. It's time that ShÃ´ and his crew finally put their

individual differences aside to form a unified team.
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each issue develops more than just the main character but keeps the main character as it's center.

not only are you rooting for sho but as you learn more about each teammate you start town care

about them too. yes you want sho town be the best but you also want the team town be a team. the

kind of sports manga I enjoy.

these multiple book storylines drive me crazy but so far it has been worth the wait. but since the

next book is not out I will have town wait longer than the past.



needs previous book and next book town totally tell a story but still good. Still a great series. hope

future books do not always end in cliffhanger.

Love this manga series! Great addition to a great story line!! This has to be the best book in the

series so far!!
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